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Artnotes

A century ago, first at the Vienna Secession

(1900) and then at the Turin Exhibition

(1902), the Scottish architect Charles Rennie

Mackintosh made an indehble mark on

European modernism. Writing in Modern

English Architecture. Charles Marriot

claimed in 1924 that "it is hardly too much

to say that the whole modernist movement in

European architecture derives from him.'

Nikolas Pevsner was no less impressed,

celebrating the grids and lattices of

Mackintosh's furniture and the strong

angularity of his architecture as authentically

proto-modemist. Others have argued that

Mackintosh and his wife and collaborator.

Margaret Macdonald, should more properly

be understood as late Romantics, committed

to inscribing the forms of nature on the

handiwork of man.

But as the critic and historian Simon

Schama has suggested, "this battle between

the champions of the right angle and the

advocates of the bounding curve remains

strictly a contest of interpreters. For

Mackintosh and Macdonald themselves, it

was axiomatic that the trellis and the rose

needed each other. Strength without beauty,

they might have said, was brute structure,

and beauty without strength idle whimsy.''

If Mackintosh was unusual in combining the

skills of the watercolourist and the

functional designer, the courtship of the

trellis and the rose is one that continues to

surface in contemporary architecture.

This issue of Gallery looks at a few

examples in Zimbabwe; located safely

between the extremes of brute structure and

idle whimsy, they testify to a range of

ambitions, of which the "beautification' of

the building is only one (indeed, for those

who argue that a beautiful building needs no

adornment at all, it is the least valid).

Equally important, it seems, is the desire to

give a louder voice and a larger public to the

sculptors and painters whose work rarely

emerges from the confines of the gallery or

the private collection. This desire is perhaps

especially potent in a society where cultural

production is enmeshed in a web of social

and economic complexities which

occasionally allows the good to be

shouldered aside by the less good, and

volume to be a determinant of value.

Some of the featured sites - Harare's

Anglican Cathedral, for instance - embody
the straightforward application of paintings

to existing buildings, arguably the simplest

meeting of art and structure. Others, such as

the metal sculptures which consciously

mirror the commercial purpose of the

buildings they accompany, reflect a closer

familiarity.

The courtship is intensified when, as in the

buildings discussed by Victor Utria, it is

integral to the original design itself. Utria's

realisations are not without their critics. Is a

mural created from a digitally manipulated

painting less a work of art than one painted

directly onto the wall?

Computers have been infiltrating the

architect's drafting room for a full

generation now. but until the last few years

they were mainly tools that helped to make

conventional architecture easier to produce.

Now, they can produce shapes of

extraordinary complexity, baroque beyond

the imaginings of the structural engineer A
computer did the calculations and helped

evaluate the engineering drawings for Frank

Gehry's Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, for

instance, and guided the equipment that

shaped the cur\ed stone panels on the

building's exterior The form of the building

sprang from Gehry's imagination, but it

wouldn't have got very far without

technology that didn't exist ten years ago.

As in architecture, so in art. Antony

Gormley's Angel of the North, a 200-tonne

landmark sculpture outside Gateshead,

England, presents a dramatic instance.

Gormley's original body castings of the

Angel were scanned by the Geomatics

Department at Newcastle University and the

precise co-ordinates plotted to create an

electronic. 3D Virtual Reality Angel. This

data was converted into a three-dimensional

CAD model so that computerised profiling

machines were able to cut the main body

into ribs following the exact curves of the

artist's original castings.

Sculpture and photography are the arts most

likely to engage with computer technology,

but the inevitability of digital penetration

into other fields of creativity suggests that

definitions of 'originality', and of "art' itself,

will become increasingly contested.

Traditional musical instruments may appear

to be as far from the virtual realm as it's

possible to go, but they offer their own
opportunities for inventive reinterpretation.

Our survey of Albert Chimedza's Mbira Art

exhibition at the National Gallery

demonstrates how contemporary artists can

enliven an otherwise little-changed artefact;

it suggests, too, that they may help to

stimulate a revival of interest in the

instrument's production and use.

Chimedza is fully conscious of the irony

which could see many of his painted

calabashes migrating from the hand-crafted

mbira to the light fittings of twenty-first

century suburbia. But he is not so mired in

the past as to worry about it. If the market

appeal of a new product can fuel the

spreading popularity of an old one, a

substantial part of his mission will be

fulfilled.

The delay in the production of this issue of

Gallery allows us to present an introduction

to the visual arts component of the Harare

International Fesfival of Arts (HIFA). which

opened in Harare in late April. Frances

Marks discusses her approach to designing a

programme for what is traditionally the poor

relation in any festival dominated by music

and the performing arts.

The "intemational' character of HIFA
received a savage mauling in the local

media. Much of the criticism - which

centred on the neglect of local musicians and

artists - was swept along on an

understandable current of resentment that an

opportunity had been missed to "showcase'

Zimbabwean talent.

Some comments, though, were carried out of

critical bounds by their fervour As one artist

was quoted as saying, "If the event is for

intemational artists as it turned out to be,

then it should move away from Zimbabwe."

Should it? We hope not, although the

prospect of next year's festival clashing with

the presidential election has introduced

doubts about whether it will even take place

at all.

Criucism is healthy, of course, even when

occasionally wrong-headed. It probably

won't persuade the HIFA organisers to turn

their intemational mission on its head, but it

may encourage other curators, and other

venues, to take advantage of the carnival

being in town by spawning the sort of

'fringe' which now characterises most

cultural festivals around the world.

The Editor

' The New Yorker. 16 December 1 W6, p 110.



Antony Gormley,

Angel of the North. 1998,

54 X 20m, steel

Beyond the gallery

walls: art in public
The north-east of England, where Newcastle and Gateshead face

each other across the River Tyne, is historically a site of coal and

heavy industry. Until twenty or thirty years ago it was associated in

the minds of the British people more with hard-working, hard-

drinking, hard-weather ship-builders and miners, than it was with

modem art. No longer. In 1 990 the Gateshead Council, having

reclaimed the land above a disused coal mine, earmarked the site for

a work of art. Eight years later, in February 1998. it was home to the

largest sculpture in Britain, Antony Gormley's Angel of the North.

The Angel's statistics alone are a public relations dream: the steel

structure weighs 200 tonnes and is 20 metres high, the height of a

five-storey building; its 54 metre wingspan is bigger than that of a

Boeing 767. The strategic location close to main road and rail routes

means that it will be seen by 90.000 people every day. making it one

of the most viewed pieces of art in the world.

Gormley said of the Angel. "The hilltop site is important and has the

feeling of being a megalithic mound. When you think of the mining

that was done underneath the site, there is a poetic resonance. Men
worked beneath the surface in the dark. Now in the light, there is a

celebration of this industry."

Although the transformation of post-industrial Britain owes much to

national and international development policies - and the funding

associated with them - it also owes a debt to revitalised

manifestations of regional pride and civic consciousness. Two-thirds

of the people living in the north of England had heard of the

sculpture before they ever saw it; it has put them on the map as never

before.

The leader of Gateshead Council. George Gill, was unambiguous

about the likely impact of the sculpture: 'The Angel of the North is

the stepping stone for massive investment in the regeneration of

Gateshead, which will bring new jobs and new prosperity to the

borough. Not a penny of council tax payers" money has been used to

build the Angel. We attracted more than £800.000 from the Arts

Council's Lottery Fund. Europe. Northern

Arts and private sponsors, for this important

down-payment on our multi-million pound

future.'

Even before Gateshead's Art in Public

Places Panel was mapping the future of their

pit-head site, the Bulawayo City Council

announced a competition for a monumental

sculpture to enliven their own city centre.

Bulawayo has never wanted for municipal

pride, nor its residents for a robust civic

consciousness. In the teaching and

promotion of art. too. it has a history as

progressive and honourable as any in the

region. So when Adam Madebe's 3-metre

welded-metal figure. Looking into the

Future, was unveiled as the winner of the

competition, one can imagine the popular

enthusiasm at the prospect of a locally-made

sculpture eclipsing the bronzes of Cecil

Rhodes and Charles Coghlan on Grey Street.

The celebration was short-lived. Madebe

had. alas, neglected to drape his muscular

subject with as much as a loincloth, and the

enthusiasts failed to anticipate the wrath

which this omission - and its corollary

display - would invite from Harare. The

Ministry of Local Government declared it

persona non grata, and for more than six

years the banished sculpture rusted away in

solitude, staring at the walls of a storeroom.

In 1994. following the renovation of Douslin

House as the new home of the National

Gallery in Bulawayo, it was brought into the

light and given pride of place in the gallery



courtyard. No visitors to this sanctuary have reported their morals

corrupted, or their sensibiHties offended, but the person in the street

outside remains insured against the risk of either.

The residue of this compromise is the aesthetic irony of a sculpture

'looking into the future", but not being able to see more than forty

metres in any direction. However, whereas compromise is usually a

sworn enemy of art, it is often a necessary evil when art moves out

of the gallery, and into other spaces.

In 1993, while he was waiting for Looking to emerge from its

wretched isolation, Adam Madebe was busy executing two

commissions to accompany new buildings in

Harare. The first was from Pearce

Partnership Architects (with Architects

Partnership), for a sculpture to enhance

Hurudza House, in Nelson Mandela Avenue.

The building is home to the Agricultural

Bank of Zimbabwe, and Madebe's

Ploughman, atop its 5-metre brick plinth,

offers a distinctive signature in an otherwise

not very rural area. Viewed from some

angles, the fanner is dwarfed, as if the

hulking presence of Pearce's building is



(left) Adam Madebe, Ploughman, 1993

Hurudza House, Harare

(below) Howard Minnie, Mural, 1992

Hurudza House, Harare
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adding yet one more stress to his bent back; from others, and against

a bright sk>', he offers passers-by a dramatic silhouette of his

perseverant labour.

If the ploughman is missed by those walking into Hurudza House, a

reminder of the earth under his feet is stretched above the reception

desk inside. Howard Minnie's mural is a strikingly austere and

irregular presence, and is a most fitting visual metaphor for the

legend beneath it: The Land is our Heritage. It is also, however, a

sorry example of the functional compromise risked by both artist

and architect alike when they surrender their work. Few would doubt

the need for a clock in such an environment; fewer still should have

the insensitivity to stick it, like a boil, on the face of such a beautiful

work of art.

Madebe's contemporaneous addition to

Harare's streetscape stands nearby, in front

of Construction House (Leopold Takawira

Street, Mwamuka Mercuri & Associates,

1993). The symbolism of the three workers

is no less blunt than that of the ploughman,

but they are, appropriately, working at

ground-level, the better to engage with their

pedestrian neighbours.

By the early 1990s, public statuary was the

exception rather than the rule in newly

postcolonial Harare (the Korean imports to

Heroes" Acre, with their implied insult to



(this page) Adam Madebe, Construction Workers, 1993
Construction House, Harare

(opposite page - right) Gillian Kaufman, Fountain, 1975
Union Avenue, Harare

(opposite page below) Philippe Berry, Balancing Eleptiant, 1999

Samora Machel Avenue, Harare



local creativity, may be overlooked). Pearce

and Mwamuka - and their clients - deserve a

measure of credit for breaking the silence.

The credit cannot be shared, however, by a

tradition which gives more honour to the

Ministers who, merely ex officio, opened the

buildings, than to the sculptor whose work

accompanies them: Adam Madebe's name is

notably absent from both sites.

Madebe may not have had the opportunity

or the engineering support to match

Gormley's phenomenal scale, but he at least

shares his sculptural anthropomorphism.

Elsewhere in Harare, animals have

sometimes been deemed a more fitting

adjunct to the urban environment.

In 1975, a fountain was erected in Union

Avenue. A bequest from the estate of the late

Julius Robinson, it features a cast of Gillian

Kaufman's sculpted sable; they retain the

poised elegance for which they must have

been noted twenty-five years ago, and if the

fountain now bathes them only

intermittently, that detracts little from their

minor majesty.

There is nothing at all monumental about the

scale of Kaufman's fountain; if anything, the

animals were probably diminished to

harmonise more easily with the precinct they

inhabit. A more recent addition to the city's

sculptural bestiary is altogether less

fortunate.
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The most charitable thing one can say about Philippe Berry's

Balancing Elephant, is that "it may have seemed like a good idea at

the time'. But it wasn't then, and it isn't now. Commissioned by the

French Embassy, and stationed outside their offices at Bank

Chambers in Samora Machel Avenue in 1999, the elephant, reduced

to comic-book smallness, is a visual pun which fails dismally. It was

cast in bronze by David Mutasa, whose own portfolio indicates that

he should know better, and carries the whiff of a committee-driven

collaboration which belongs back in the sketch-book; it respects

neither the building behind it, nor the granite majesty of the

country's balancing rocks from which it borrows its principal motif.

Common to these few examples of "public" art is that they have been

'private' initiatives, whether of corporations, architects or

benefactors; the one municipal venture, in Bulawayo, sadly

backfired. However, although one acrobatic elephant cannot alone

blight the landscape, nor do two swallows - even by Adam Madebe -

make a summer.

If there are lessons to be drawn from Gateshead's triumph, they are

less to do with issues of "how do we find the money'?' than of civic

will and collective vision. They are a reminder of a view, more

popular at the beginning of the last century than of this one, that

culture is a key to civilisation; that the world can be remade the way
we make art.

Tyneside is a welcoming place, but few outsiders - with their long-

held prejudice - knew it. The Angel has transformed those

perceptions in a material way; transformed them, moreover, in a

realm where scepticism about 'modem art' is no less rife than it is

anywhere else.

What sort of city do Harare's citizen's want'? How would they like

others to see it? To whom can they entrust the manufacture of that

image? How will they organise themselves to ensure that they get

if^4



The Protectors
Multimedia art in the Social Security Centre

(left) The Protector (South lobby)

Arthur Azevedo and Helen Lieros

428 X 244cm, mixed media

(above and right) Ttie Protector (East lobby)

Arthur Azevedo, Helen Lieros, Alt>ert Wachi
428 X 244cm, mixed media

Photographs by Jane Stillwell



Across the road from the National Gallery of

Zimbabwe in Harare is the head office of the

country's National Social Security Authority

(NSSA), to which a south wing was recently

added: the Social Security Centre. Behind

the names of these bloodless sounding

agencies, and inside the modem buildings

which house them, are to be found two

remarkable works of art.

When Nina Pantic. the architectural design

consultant, was considering who might

undertake the commission, she was guided

by a desire to use not only a variety of

artistic media, but a variety of artists as well.

"I wanted to show what can be done when

we are united," she remembers. The result

was a cocktail of talent and experience that

few places could muster: Arthur Azevedo. a

long-time master of the evocative line and of

sculpted steel; Albert Wachi, a young

sculptor at home in both wood and stone;

and Helen Lieros, the doyenne of

Zimbabwean painters.

It was Lieros who conducted the artistic

music of this creative ensemble, and her aim

was to have the work reflect and symbolise

the values which NSSA represents:

protection in old age, and security for

people's families.

"I wanted to use every material possible -

cement, stone, wood, metal and pure

pigment colours.' Her first step was to

remove the plaster which awaited them as a

canvas, so that she could work directly on

the concrete, to which she applied raised

areas of textured cement.

The resulting two works, bracketed under

one umbrella title. The Protector, now grace

the east and south foyers of the building.

The east-wing piece features a background

of a ploughed field under the sky and the

distant mountains. Wachi's slender figures

stand beside their totem, and a hefty wood-

and-steel door latch adds another line of

defence to ensure their safety.

The second piece employs the imagery of

batonka doors: open at the bottom where the

family members stand, upright and

confident, outside their home (waiting to

welcome guests, perhaps?), closed at the top

behind the security of a massive but finely-

fashioned metal bolt.

The works are big - over four metres high,

and two metres wide - and the impact of

their size is amplified by the contrasts they

offer to the surrounding architecture: rich

colour against the dark grey; a range of

textures against the granite smoothness;

sculptural relief against the straightness of

every line around them.

As Helen Lieros says, and it can't be denied,

'A simple painting couldn't possibly have

had the same impact.' <i



CD Although the shape and form of buildings is driven primarily by questions of

function, there exists an aesthetic spectrum, at one end of which a building can
itself become a work of art, can have an iconic power to transform the way a
place is seen and the way we regard it. Frank Gehry's Guggenheim Museum in

Bilbao is a celebrated recent example. Further back along the spectrum, lie an
infinite variety of ways in which beauty can be blended with function: a stained-

glass window here, a gargoyle there; a mural on the wall, a statue in the lobby.

At times, the artwork is a casual afterthought, like a badge applied to a
business suit; in some cases, though, it is integral to the vision of the project.

Victor Utria has been designing buildings in Harare

with Fleet Utria Architecture for nearly twenty

years. He talked to Gallery about the practice and
theory of the integrated vision.
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Causeway Building

[Fleet Utria Architecture]

Utria began by discussing Causeway Building (Central Avenue,

Harare). The building's south elevation features a spectacular four-

story-square picture frame', but the view most people see is of the

post office below, with its distinctive fagade and Thakor Patel's

mural stretching the length of the interior halls.

We had no budget to do this, so we paid Thakor a fee. This was not

related to the actual work that was done - we paid him for a small

painting, at a very high price, and the painting was a scaled version

of a module. The building has columns at 7.2 metres; each segment

of 7.2 metres by 1.8 metres high is a module, and we need a drawing

that 'wrapped around', each side matching that of the next one.



Inside Causeway Post Office:

Mural by Thakor Patel

We gave Thakor a number of guidelines, which at first he didn't get,

because his drawings had too many httle elements. We said no,

you've got only so many colours: black and white, and four

intermediate colours, determined by the mix of stone to be used.

Then we told him the visual elements he had to work with: an

envelope, letters, the arrows of the PTC logo, and that he could only

use a maximum of twenty "surfaces'. That focused him.

The material we used is plastered, it's trowelled on; you have to use

masking tape to separate one colour from the next, so you just

cannot do 'fiddly' work. Once he had it clear, the next version he did

was perfect. We took that painting, drew it on the computer, printed

it to the size we needed, then gave that to someone who cut the

Formica templates.

The guys who were doing the job were also doing the exterior of the

building in the same material, diamantite; the interior work was very

detailed and labour-intensive, but they were prepared to do it for the

same square-metre cost as for the plain areas, in order to display

what could be done with the material. So, the added cost of doing

this seventy-metre long mural, was zero.

If we had said to the client, instead of costing you two hundred

dollars a square metre it's going to cost you a thousand dollars a

square metre, they would have said, "Forget it'. But they were quite

happy to pay for the original painting. It's in their office now, framed

with a small-scale computer drawing, the instructions, and some
pictures of the process.



Outside the building are the post boxes, and these were done by

Richard Jack. The idea was simply to convert what is normally a

very boring area into something a little more interesting - not too

elaborate, easy to do - using the boxes themselves as a module, to

help people to identify the position of their box. Again, this was

done as an effort to bring some colour, some art if you like, without

necessarily involving an expensive operation.

The colourful post boxes cenainly make the building stand out in the

street: does it matter whether that sits easily with what's next to it?

It doesn't matter. Things don't have to sit comfortably. If you look at

a white wall, and somebody puts a red painting on it, that's what you

want, something standing out. The post boxes are intended to be

seen, and be seen from a distance.

And the four-storey-square 'pictureframe' ? More than just

decoration ?

It is in fact a sculptural element, but it has other justifications. We
needed to remove some of the bulk of the building to comply with

town planning regulations ... but we could have done it in another

way. This was a way of sculpting the elevation into a composition of

squares. I believe in forms. If you look at this building, it's a

sculpture: it has volume, and colour and sizes; it has a composition

of blocks that come together in a different way. And it has some
decoration: the way in which the fenestration is done, for instance -

some of the windows being round instead of square.

Do you ever worry that, after getting the design andfinish ofa

building just right, it might be ruined by later embellishments?

One thing we've learned, the hard way, is that you hand the

buildings over, and you forget them. Almost. Certainly from a

1 2 maintenance point of view. You can't keep going back to buildings

that you have an appreciation for, and get upset that the guys are

plastering things on the walls, making holes in the floors.

What about the public reaction to a building like Causeway Post

Office: how do you think people would react ifasked whether they

liked it:'

I think you'd have three answers:

a] 'What?' Because they don't notice any difference.

b] Some people would actually enjoy it, and they would make a

point of going here rather than going somewhere else. They like the

idea of being in a place that's clean, different, with good quality

natural lighting.

c] Some people wouldn't like it. Not perhaps this post office, but

we've done other buildings, or features within buildings, which

people disliked. We' ve just done an office park in Mount Pleasant -

five buildings that were designed for cost-effectiveness and built

over a very short period of time, ten months. We didn't have any fat

to look at art or anything like that, so we decided to paint all the

buildings in different colours; instead of being cream, they're real

colours - red, yellow, blue, green - and there's no way you can miss

them.

At what stage of the process do you decide that you're going to

incorporate elements of non-utilitarian design, or art?

Where does it start? In the Runhare House building, for example, we
have things that are not necessary. The ends of the building are

round ... that's complicated to do; the column heads are sculptural,

they have light fittings, to make it look as if the whole thing is

floating on top of the columns; the shutters that we had to do for

these mushroom-headed colurrms, to follow the curve of the



(left) Causeway Post Office

Painted boxes by Richard Jacl<

(above) Runhare House [Fleet Utria Architecture]

The columns, structural and otherwise

building, were ver\ complicated, and very expensive as shutters go:

they may not add much to the cost ot the building, but it would have

been easier to do squared columns, without any of this detailing. The

whole building is, in a way, a sculpture.

The question is: how much money can you spend, after you've done

the structure of the building, to enhance that structure: and how

much can you get away with adding a little bit of extra cost at that

stage? For Runhare House, for example, we had a design for a

square building that was approved by the client: they approved the

budget, but we were not entirely happy with the design. At that stage

we said, what if we were to give you //i;.v. a new design? They

thought it was fantastic. In the original cost structure of the building,

certain elements had gone in. certain finishes: we said, the new

building looks more expensive - but we'll take some of the elements

out. For instance, we had marbled the lift lobbies, which costs a lot

of money: we'll take that out, and use the money to pay for other

things that are more visible, more important, more relevant. At the

end of the day the building ended up costing the same: everything

that was added was offset by savings in other areas. So, instead of

having dull, third-rate marble walls, we have yellow Formica lift-

lobbies - you get out of the lift, and have a shock. One of the things

we wanted to do, was to have that shock: not in areas where people

work, but in areas that they go through, so when they arrive, they

know they've got somewhere.

We did a project for the external areas of this building, which

included having a meeting area, and some sculptures. Because we

didn't have the budget to buy sculptures, we said, OK, we'll use the

shutters that we have, and we ended up by doing some scattered

columns, one fallen down, one on the other side of the street: they

cost very little, so much per cubic metre of concrete, that's all.

If we had gone for Shona sculpture, we wouldn't have been able to

pay for one for the cost we paid for these columns. And it would be

a much smaller piece of work ... much better, perhaps, but less

visible. This thing here made quite an impact at the time: it has some

charm, and it's an effort to try and create something out of an area

that's otherwise fairly sterile. If we'd had a better budget, better

materials, and colours, the area would have been very lively: but we

just didn't have the resources. The PTC have been pretty good at

incorporating designs and materials that aren't necessarily

conventional, but we don't have many clients who are prepared to

spend an additional amount of money to do that.

There s been some discussion in Zimbabwe about the extent to which

buildings can somehow 'reflect' a national identity; a national

aesthetic. Can they?

Buildings are a solution to a problem. If you want to build an office

building, you need a certain amount of space, you need certain

environmental conditions, circulation systems to move people

around. The bigger the office building, the bigger the organisation

that's going to occupy it, the nature of the building changes. Now,

what does that mean? It means that when you take traditional

architectural forms that have a single purpose, or a limited number

of purposes - sleeping, cooking, storing - and you try to use those

forms to resolve a new problem - a working office environment, an

airport, a supermarket - the traditional forms do not apply. The

question is: do we have a traditional form that is appbcable to

modem problems?

A supplementary question might be: is there an uncomfortable fault-

line between the integrated aesthetic of, for instance. Causeway Post

Office, and the cultural environment within which it exists?

I don't think so at all. Fortunately - or unfortunately - as far as

architecture is concerned, it operates at several levels of interface.

You go to your office, and you don't have the sun streaming in. and

you're happy in your office; all of a sudden yon have to walk 13





daggers Wholesalers,

Head Office interior

[Fleet Utria Architecture]

through the entrance, and there's a sculpture there: it's immaterial.

Buildings don't offend many people. Generally, people don't get too

concerned about what buildings are like. Only when there's

something exceptional, do they get noticed, and appreciated. When
they're bad, they don't get appreciated or noticed. We have buildings

here which if they were anywhere else in the world, they'd get

crucified. Here, they don't. Is there a difference in that interface with

buildings here, in terms of their use rather than their appearance? 1

don't think so.

What determines the amount of detailing, decoration and art in

buildings? Does it depend on statutory regulations about the

percentage of the contract cost that must he spent on art'.'

Yes, in certain places that's a factor. The Deutsche Bundespost, for

example, spends two per cent of the cost of their buildings on art,

whether it's an office block, an exchange building or a microwave

tower. Why is that? Because there's a culture of promoting art and

encouraging new artists; it's part of an overall national approach - in

the same way that they devote a part of the national budget to

foreign aid.

We don't do that here. Not many countries do it. In the States, art is

a must; there may not be a law that says you have to spend so much

on it, but if you don't do it you're just not doing the right thing.

So, in certain places it's mandatory, in other places it's a matter of

encouragement, in others it's a matter of "can you get away with it?'

That's our situation here.

In our practice, we tend to look at target areas of buildings where we

can do something. We did the head office of Jaggers recently. It was

an extension to a complex that has two large warehouses. It's a

straightforward building, a long slab, north-south facing ... a simple

building. But the entrance is a sculptural area, with a tunnel that

provides additional headroom and lighting. We separated the two

wings of the first floor, to create a three-storey void at the entrance, a

bridge from one side to the other, and a sculptured staircase - we

managed to convince the building owner that instead of having

straight up-and-down stairs, we'd have a sculpture; the fact that the

sculpture's not done by an artist, but by us, doesn't change the fact

that it is a sculptural object.

There was a partition to separate the offices from the entrance area,

and we built it like a cone, about six metres high, six metres wide,

but an irregular shape. Then we employed an artist - and here we

insisted on using a local artist - we selected Lovemore Kambudzi,

who does very interesting places with people: train stations, bus-

stops, market places, always busy. We asked him to visit the

building, and told him: we want you to paint a day at Jaggers. The

result doesn't show it the way it happens, but this is the way he sees

it. He has a palette of dark colours which is not what we wanted to

use here; we wanted something a little bit lighter, brighter, more

pastel colours. We had difficulty explaining to the building owner

what we wanted to do; we needed to take away the risk of putting up

scaffolding, having somebody take a month to paint a mural - then

the scaffolding comes down, and nobody likes it.

What we did instead, was very interesting. We told Lovemore what

he had to do, and he was a bit confused. So then we realised: we

don't tell this guy what to do ... we just ask him to paint the biggest

painting he can, on the biggest piece of canvas he can get, and let

him do his thing. As far as I'm concerned, the painting that he did

was right. But the colours were not right, and even though we gave

him very precise instructions about proportions, the proportions

weren't right either. We were looking for a square, out of which

some pieces would be cut to accommodate structural details in the

building.

The process was to get the painting done, photograph it, scan it and

do computer editing. In the editing, we could stretch the painting;

we could cut out some of the elements and move them around to fit

them within the space we had. Then we printed it on self-adhesive

vinyl, like a street billboard. After the editing - and without having

killed the artist's work - the end result is an indoor mural that is very

large, two stories high, and very colourful. It's also oppressive in a

way, because when you walk into the foyer the wall leans over you.

But it works. <i 15



Jackie Carstairs runs a textile design and production workshop in Harare.
Gallery looks back on a series of her ^
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The Anglican Cathedral of St Mary and All

Saints, built in phases between 1913 and

1964 in downtown Harare, is not a

particularly distinguished building. Indeed,

amongst its more interesting features is one

that was never realised: Sir Herbert Baker's

plan for a circular bell-tower, to echo the

conical tower at Great Zimbabwe, was

abandoned because it looked too much like a

lighthouse. (That no such inhibitions

deterred the designers of Harare's new

international airport, is perhaps a latter-day

realisation that few of the city's residents

would even know what a lighthouse looked

like.)

Writing about the Roman Catholic Cathedral

of the Sacred Heart a few blocks away, Peter

Jackson, in his Historic Buildings of Harare,

noted that, '[i]n contrast to the dullness and

austerity of the Anglican Cathedral, light

and vitality permeate this beautifully

proportioned interior'.

The Anglican Cathedral's 'dullness and

austerity' were emphasised for many years

by the blankness of the fourteen panels set

into its walls, originally intended to frame

the Stations of the Cross, images

representing successive stages of Christ's

passion. The panels each measure 30 x 60

inches, and are ranged at eye level, six along

the east wall, eight along the west; they

remained empty victims of lean finances

until 1981, when Jackie Carstairs was

commissioned to fill them.

Carstairs was bom in Australia, and came to

live in Zimbabwe in 1968. She held regular

exhibitions in Harare throughout the 1970s,

aiid the formal, stylised composition and

execution of her paintings owes much to her

earlier work as a fabric designer, an

occupation to which she has returned in

recent years.

The commission was a very welcome one: 'I

love painting on walls!' Carstairs' first

substantial mural was done in 1960 on the

walls of the Down Under Club, in west

London, a far cry from the cathedral sobriety

of this latest challenge. 'I'd never even heard

of the Stations of the Cross', she now
confesses, but her late husband, whose

mother had been a Presbyterian preacher,

told her all she needed to know. Roughs and

cartoons were prepared, to give a sense of

how the colours would work in the

cloistered envirormient, and the very

supportive Dean gave the go-ahead.

The panels were painted together, using

several coats of PVA, over a period of four

months between January and the Easter

deadline. The painting surface was a mixture

of plaster and stone; in order to mask the

many holes in the surface - and much to the

bemusement of the parishioners monitoring

the project - a watered-down black wash was

temporarily applied to all of the paintings a

week or two before completion.

One cautiously critical onlooker was heard

to enquire of the works in progress, 'They

are coming down after Easter, aren't they?'

But before long afterwards, the committee

was able to announce that the finished result

was 'growing on them'.

Few would disagree that, within the canon

of ecclesiastical art, the Stations are

unconventional. Their novelty was not

without precedent, however, even in

Zimbabwe. Over thirty years before

Carstairs addressed her task. Father John

Groeber was commissioned by his Bishop to

start a new mission in the Serima Reserve,

then a Tribal Trust Land in the central region

of Mashonaland. Prior to studying for the

priesthood, Groeber had trained as an

architect in his native Switzerland, and when

teaching in Bikita in the 1940s he was keen

to interest his pupils in drawing and carving.

The Stations of the Cross in Serima Mission

are small wooden carvings (between eight

and twelve inches high) resting on sockets

let into the walls between the building's

distinctive parabolic arches. Like many of

the other carvings in the church they echo

mask-like forms more at home in west

Africa or the Congo. 'Are we Africans so

ugly?' was one contemporary reaction to an

art-form which others saw as 'a step back

into tribalism'.

Crucially, however, Serima Mission is 'of a

piece', its arguable incongruity

notwithstanding. The same hand guided the

design of building itself, as well as the

adornments and their application. Little was

changed in subsequent years.

The Anglican Cathedral, as we have seen,

acquired its own adornments long after

having been built, and for this reason their

singularity should come as no surprise.

However, what Jackie Carstairs couldn't

have known as she mixed her palette back in

1981 was that the walls of the Cathedral

would later be painted an unfortunately livid

pink, and its ceiling an equally distinctive

blue; where once her panels of colour played

subtly against the cream and granite

starkness of the surrounding walls and

columns, they now have an unfair fight on

their hands.

I feel personally attached to the Stations of

the Cross', Jackie Carstairs reflects, twenty

years after painting them. 'I kept the paints

for many years, the white of Christ's robe,

the blue of Mary's, metallic gold for the

haloes, but the originals fade, which makes

it hard to touch them up. I feel I have a right

over them, though; they can't be changed,

and they certainly shouldn't be neglected.' ^

(left to right) Jackie Carstairs, The Cross

is laid on Jesus, 1981, 76 x 152cm, PVA on
plaster

Jackie Carstairs, Jesus meets his mother,

1981, 76 X 152cm, PVA on plaster

Jackie Carstairs, Veronica wipes the face

of Christ, 1981, 76 x 152cm, PVA on
plaster

Jackie Carstairs, The women of Jerusalem
lament over Jesus, 1 981

,

76 x 152cm, PVA on plaster

All photographs: Jane Stillwell



Art and Music
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Music, industry, graphic design, sculpture, painting ...

all came together at the National Gallery of Zimbabwe's
recent Mbira >!»rf exhibition.



(right) Mateze Art Installation [detail]

(left) Set of twelve rabiras, by
Garikai Tirikoti ~
Rinos lUlukurirwa

Sam IVIujuru

Cyprian Vambe
i

Nalson IVIavunga
'

Tute Chigamba

(below) Set of eight mbiras, by

Tendayi Sakala

Mbiras and their resonator (deze, sing, mateze, pi.) were almost

always decorated. Contemporary instruments generally are not.

At the Mbira Centre we are committed to reviving the art of

decorating mbiras and mateze. For us, the deze is a canvas upon

which to celebrate African graphics. Often in Africa, the finest art

is work on items that have a utilitarian value. For us, the mbira is

both a musical instrument and an objet d'art.

Albert Chimedza
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1 Helen Lieros, Creation of Africa (earth,

water, fire). Mixed media, 33 x 20cm

2 Daniel Williams. Orb of light.

Mixed media, 45 x 22cm

3 Sliane Pllosoff, Hands,

Mixed media, 18 x 40cm

4 Shane Pllosoff, Sanctuary,

Mixed media, 43 x 20cm

5 Mateze Art Installation

6 Antonella Bargione, l\/iusic,

FIbreglass calabash

Writing about a visit she made to Zimbabwe

in 1989, Doris Lessing described an

encounter with mbira music, and the

childhood memories which it evoked:

A Sunday morning mbira party. The mhira is

a base of wood witii metal strips of varying

lengtlis and widllis set on it. in tiers. It can

be lield betueen fM'o hands and played while

walking. When I was growing up the gentle

sprightly tinkling of the mbira could be

heard as you walked through the bush, and

then the player came into sighl. usually a

young man with a hoe slung over his

shoulder, his fingers conversing with the

hand piano (which was what we called it)

while his eyes searched the bush for game...

People called outfor this mbira piece, or

another: soft, delicate music, subtle music,

the rhythms outside one 's capacity, just as

the energetic patterns of the dancers were

too fast to catch.

Later, in London. I switched on the radio

and heard the most seductive of the pieces I

had heard that morning being played with a

Western orchestral backing, as part ofa

concert. They say the Zimbabwe mbira

players are honoured outside Zimbabwe, but

hardly known there.

[African Laughter: Four Visits to Zimbabwe,

London: HarperCoUins, 1992, pp. 407-9]
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Janis Nedela, Cernunnos (Celtic God),

Mixed media, 38 x 42cm [coll. H Lieros]

Bekezela Mlilo, Mbira Dancers,

Calligraphy, 24 x 26.5cm

Albert Chimedza is a film-maker turned

musician. At the Gonamombe Mbira Centre

in Harare, he promotes the playing and

making ofmbiras, and in recent years has

gone beyond the traditional confines of the

instrument by transforming it into a canvas

for visual as well as musical creativity.

Like many Zimbabwean artists, he is

conscious of the sentiment e.xpressed by

Lessing. ofhow the prophet may be without

honour in his own land:

On a cultural level, mbira is a large part of

people's lives. But in terms of mbira players

or makers earning a living, they can only do

that by going outside.

We are trying to "institutionalise" the way

mbiras are made, to train more people to

make them. If today you put an ad in the

paper saying you want a thousand mbiras,

you won't get them. If the Ministry of

Education said. Let's have mbiras in

schools, everybody would say it's a great

idea, but the reality is that there wouldn't be

a production system capable of making that

many mbiras.

Chimedza is addressing that deficit by

training people to make the instruments: but

he has also taken a radical new look at how

they appear One stimulus for this camefrom

an old print by Thomas Baines. of a man

playing mbira.

What struck me about it was the richness of

the graphics, and how decorated the

resonator was. It's an njari. So I got

thinking. Ah! When I grew up the mbira was

just plain, be it a natural gourd or whatever.

Then I saw this picture, and decided that I

wanted to reproduce the design, and hear the

instrument...

Increasingly these days, natural gourds are

being replaced by the use offibreglass resin:

I think this is the future, whether you like it

or not. Calabashes are very hard to get,

which is why the resin is taking over. They

need a specific climate, and Zimbabwe's not



particularly suited for it, although they do

well in Binga. and in the Lowveld - they

need heat, sandy soil and a lot of water.

They also take a long time to grow, from

October to May, and then you have to wait

for them to dry for three months, cut them

open and clean the insides, and then ... well,

then they can break.

Is there any discussion in the mhira

community about whether to use real or

artificial calabashes?

No, no, no. Many players have both. All of

the calabashes play; there's not a dead one.

And the difference in the sound?

It's like hearing music live, and on a good

hi-fi. The resin is slightly colder, crisper; it's

not a question of bad or good, just different.

How did the exhibition come about?

I wanted to see what happens when artists

do work that's inspired by one thing, in this

case the mbira. All of the paintings for

example are to do with that. Now we're

doing a lot of graphics, and playing with

light.

How did 1 get the artists involved? I just

asked people. If they wanted, they did it.

The National Gallery Workshop contributed;

Tapfuma Gutsa did a piece, and Eddie

Sahondo. On and off, I've always had a

relationship with the sculptors: 'What are

you doing?', they'll ask. 'I'm doing this.'

I say. "Ah well, do you want a piece..." That

sort of thing. Now and again, when I'm

thinking of an idea, I go to Helen Lieros and

ask what she thinks, and she suggested some

young artists. We found that we had enough

material to do an exhibition, and anyway

1 thought it would be boring to just have

mbiras and photographs, nothing else.

This is five to seven years' work. It wasn't

like; we're just going to do an exhibition.

Pip [Curling, the National Gallery Curator]

saw what we had, and invited us to put on

the show. We've also used it as a platform

for musicians to meet, and play.

Its been an organic project. It doesn't make

money; we hope that it will, but at the

moment, no. We've started 're-cycling',

applying designs to a range of different

purposes. Light fittings, for instance, which

make use of the painted resin calabashes.

We'll have to spend more time on that,

because it's the only way the project can pay

for itself

Generally, people have been very

enthusiastic about the exhibition. Most

people say they're surprised - they didn't

know you could exhibit mbiras like this.

Well, that's because we never did it

before. <S

Keston Beaton, Mbira,

Mixed media, 30 x 30cm
[coll. H Lieros]

All photographs by Jane Stillwell
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Visual Art at HIFA
Frances Marks writes about preparing the National Gallery

for the Harare International Festival of Arts

24

When Manuel Bagorro, Director of the

Harare International Festival of Arts (HIFA),

asked me if I would like to co-ordinate the

Festival's visual arts programme, I agreed

immediately. My previous involvement with

HIFA had firmly whetted my appetite, and

even though some of my wilder flights of

curatorial fancy were curtailed when the size

of the budget was revealed, the opportunity

was too good to refuse.

Conjuring up a visual arts programme that

should please everyone is relatively easy.

Considerably less straightforward is

designing one within a strict budget, months

in advance and in a country beset by

problems. It would have been wonderful if

aU that I wanted to bring to HIFA could have

materialised; but looking back I am far from

disappointed with the conceptual tapestry I

was able to weave for the festival.

From the outset I felt quite strongly that the

contents of the programme should reflect the

idea of the festival as a whole. For me, the

emphasis had to be on creating a time for

feste, for pure sensory enjoyment, rather like

the spirit of a carnival. It also seemed

important to differentiate the programme

fi'om the usual 'see it, like it, buy it' format.

Everyone who visited the National Galley

and the Art-in-Action site during the six

days of HIFA bought tickets so to do, and

made a decision to come and look for the

sake of looking, something I wished to

stimulate. Admittedly there are sponsors to

be pleased, but the weight of the HIFA

argument falls on delighting the audience.

In more ways than one, the visual arts

programme was to be about looking,

touching and experimenting. The main

show, around which all others in the

National Gallery were articulated, was Brave

New Worlds, the premise of which was to

illustrate some of the ways in which artists

have explored alternative realities and the

possibilities of future environments. This

obsession with past, present and future

histories included those resulting from a

direct response to personal circumstances,

beliefs or convictions, as well as to national

and international events, and over a time

span of more than four hundred years.

Brave New Worlds was not only essentially

revelatory of the powers of imagination and

belief; it also tackled the issues of identity

and self-awareness. That these principles

were subtly taken up, together or singly, by

the satellite shows was of central

importance.

In relation to this undercurrent it was

Business as Usual which, thematically and

logically, bore the closest link; this three-

man show was a clear articulation of the fact

that, despite everything, "the show must [and

does] go on': whatever the pohtical,

economic or social situation may be, much

of oiu' attention to daily life remains

inexorably, and some might say selfishly,

focused on the preservation and articulation

of self.

The intent behind Ukiyo-e, or Pictures of the

Floating World, an exhibition of the

National Gallery's permanent collection of

Japanese prints, was to show how the values

placed upon works of art change from age to

age and from culture to culture. These

woodblock prints by Hokusai and Hiroshige

are highly prized today, both financially and

aesthetically, but at the height of their

popularity they were marketed as low-priced

and ignoble throwaways.

Today it is the designer of the print who is

revered; back then the artist was positioned

firmly at the tail-end of the pecking order,

with primacy being afforded to the carver

who translated the designs into printing

blocks. The idea of carver, printer and artist

being equal in stature simply did not exist;

training and technique were more highly

regarded than natural painterly talent.

This lowly respect for the painter was

reflected in Barber Shop, an exhibition of

West African barber posters. In these, the

artist's esteem was determined not by the

skill in rendering the painted hairstyles from

which a client could choose, but by the

quality of the lettering on the posters.

Although it was offset by the National

Gallery's wonderful collection of Benin

bronze casts, and Kente cloths graciously

lent by Dendera Gallery, Barber Shop was,

for me, a show of heavily disguised grief:

the intended exhibition, from the Collection

of the University of Witwatersrand. never

actually arrived. Fifteen hours later I had,

with a lot of help, managed to secure the

loan of thirteen posters from private

collections in and around Harare.

Manzel (Persian for 'home') offered an

insight not only into the traditional arts and

crafts of Iran but also into an artistic milieu

which has, through the proscription of the

Koran, long excluded the use of figurative

imagery as either subject or means of

expression. In this world, colour, pattern

and the intricacy of their interweaving are -

quite hterally, in the case of the kihm - the

aesthetic standards of expression and

judgement. However, any such appreciation

comes second to the principle of 'form and

function', the 'art' of the Iranian artist-

artisan being the means of enhancing and

distinguishing the surfaces of the mundane.

In many ways, this emphasis was central to

Filling the Gap, an exhibition of furniture

devised by architect Jon Atkinson and

designer Sharon Dutton. Their original

intention was to stimulate greater innovation

and originality in the field of furniture

design by providing an opportunity for

creativity to run riot. In other words, filling

the gap between the ordinary and the antique

by countering the sterility and homogeneity

that tend to characterise the everyday

approach to Zimbabwean funcfional design.

At the opposite end of the Gallery, the

Orange Aisle was devoted to an assortment

of hand-made mechanical toys, made of

paper or wood. Automat was aimed at

entertaining the children amongst die

visitors; their interests are frequently

overlooked, which can result in tears,

tantrums and noisy expressions of boredom.

By the end of the sixth and final day of

HIFA 2001, most of these marvels of

engineering were still intact, despite a

thorough and most gratifying work-out. <}



One of the smallest shows at HIFA was Letters to Zimbabwe,

a series of aerogrammes illustrated by artists from around the

world who have either lived or worked in the country.
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